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customers with subscription program
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Economic recession is coming up (Covid-19 only accelerates 
the whole thing)

Since 1945 there have been 12 recession, or about one of every 5.9 years. 
• Which means that, on average, the time between the end of a recession and the beginning of 

the next one is 5.0 years, with a standard deviation of 2.8 years. 

• The last recession ended in June 2009. Using simply the law of averages, the next recession 
would have begun in June 2014. It clearly did not. Nor did it begin in June 2015, June 2016, June 
2017, June 2018, or June 2019. 

What does this mean, statistically? 
• This means the expansion lasted 10.7 years, or 2.02 sigma over the long-term mean of 5.0 years. 

• Which means that the recession should not surprise us. What was never in doubt was that a 
recession would eventually come – all that was in doubt was when precisely it would begin.



Small businesses hold 27 cash buffer days in reserve
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People behavior will change during the crisis
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Brands

Brands will try to:  

1. Preserve money stop opening new outlets  
2. Stop spending marketing budget to acquire 

new customers.  
3. Come up with creative marketing 

The focus will switch to retention as retaining 
new customers are much cheaper than 

acquiring ones. 

End Customers

Customers will try to save money as 
much as possible and will nickle and 

dime everything.  
They will go to the brands they know 

and will naturally be more loyal.  

No more shopping around and only 
go to the brands they trusted to avoid 

unnecessary spending.  

“Suddenly, those loyalty points become 
very valuable” 
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A study from Bain
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This study is 
conducted after 
2008 economy 
crisis 

On the other hand, the advantages of 
customer loyalty are more pronounced 
in a downturn. Loyal customers cost less 
to serve. They typically concentrate 
more spending with companies they 
trust. Their referrals to friends can lay 
the foundation for growth when the 
economy rebounds. 

These powerful advantages of customer 
loyalty help explain why the biggest 
changes in market share occur during 
downturns. When spending drops, the 
companies focused on protecting and 
growing their most loyal, profitable 
customer segments often stabilise their 
businesses. They may even attract new 
customers, as competitors falter. 

Loyalty leaders have distinct 
advantages during a downturn.

Articles to highlight
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During these time of crisis, what important are:

1. Lock in their customers (how you can create: “customers for life”).  
2. Get payment upfront.  
3. Receive recurring revenue.  
4.Engage, reward and retain their customers better. 
5. Not to forget that the cheapest, most reliable customer acquisition is 

“referrals from existing customers”.
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So, how can we help you?



End-to-End Customer Retention Platform 
Truly Omnichannel. Live within days. Seamless Customer Experience! 

Capture Customer Information
In-store, online? We’ve got you covered!

Personalized Communication

Reach out to your customers in the right 
place with the right incentive

In-Store

Website

Social Media

Email

SMS

Push Notification 
(Web & App)

Customer Data Platform
Power up your engagements with 

proper customer attributes 
and segmentations

Customer Attributes

Customer Scoring

Experience Survey

Redemption Preferences

Churn Analysis

Purchase History

Referral Activities

Subscription Metrics

Promotion Engine

Personalized rewards for every stage of 
your customer journey

Subscription Marketing

Rewards Marketplace

Advocacy Management

e-Gift Cards

Coupons & Discounts

Loyalty

Social Commerce

Referral Campaigns
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Trusted by and integrated with  400+ Global Companies 
across fast growing industries
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And many more
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Before TADA,

Email  
marketing

A!liate  
Program

Loyalty  
software

Digital  
Rewards

Vendor XYZ

Vendor KLM

Vendor ABC

showing customer 
database V.1

error customer 
database

customer database not 
foundVendor DEF

showing incorrect 
database V.2

No unified system, multiple customer database, multiple software

Your 
Brand
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After TADA, say goodbye to multiple systems!

Your 
brand

One 
Customer 
Database

one unified retention platform powered by TADA

Subscription 
Marketing

Social Selling

Digital Rewards

Referral Engine

Loyalty Software

Personalized   
Communication

TADA saves brand time and money, but most importantly, all of your data is in the same platform ready to 
deliver personalized engagement that increase retention. 
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The Start of the Subscription Revolution
In 2011, Jeff Bezos wrote a letter announcing the birth of ‘Amazon Prime’ subscription program.

‘all-you-can-eat express 
shipping’ for $79 per year

‘Flat annual membership fee… 
unlimited two-day shipping for free 

on over a million in-stock items’

‘Amazon Prime takes the 
e"ort out of ordering’

‘… normally charge $9.48 for two-day 
shipping… many of our customers will find 

[Amazon Prime] very rewarding’
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Amazon’s average spending per member more than  
doubled for subscribed members (Prime Members)



A study from Stanford
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Subscription Models
Introducing

2. Coupon Bundling 
Model

1. Discount Model

5. Priority Pass 
Model

Inspired by

Inspired by

Inspired by

4. Item Model

Inspired by

3. Monthly Benefit 

Model

Inspired by

6. Buy 1 get 1 
Model

Inspired by

7. Value Model 

Inspired by
Custom Build 

Your own
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e.g. Pay $15 monthly 
Get 15% off every transaction 
for that month.

1. Discount Model

Pay [$…] for […] period. 
Get […%] off every transaction for 
that period.

Inspired by

Benefit: 
• increase customer retention as customers will choose your 

brand over competitors because they have paid upfront 
and ‘invested’
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e.g. Pay $5 
Get 10 free $4 coupons.

2. Coupon Bundling Model

Pay [$…] 
Get [number of coupons] free [$…] 
coupons to use per transaction 

Inspired by

Benefit: 
• increase customer retention as customers will choose 

your brand over competitors because they have paid 
upfront and ‘invested’
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Pay [$…] yearly fee. 
Get free monthly benefits up to [$…].

3. Monthly Benefit Model Inspired by

Benefit: 
• ensures fixed monthly 

purchase and revenue and 
builds customer habit to 
purchase from your brand
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“Get a month of co!ee, 
for the price of one large 
cappuccino from Starbucks.”

4. Item Model Inspired by

Benefit: 
•ensures fixed monthly purchase 

and revenue and builds customer 
habit to purchase from your brand
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Inspired by

Benefit: 
• Ensures fixed monthly purchase and 

revenue and builds customer habit to 
purchase from your brand

Item Model (with delivery)

Pay […] For [...] 
Get [...] items/product 
delivered to your homes



e.g. Pay $100 per year. 
Get 10 free products and 20% 
discount afterwards.

5. Priority Pass Model

Pay [$…] for […] period. 
Get free […] products, then 
[$…] discount.

Inspired by

Benefit: 
• increase average spending and purchase frequency
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6. Buy 1 get 1 Model

Pay […] yearly fee for : 
buy 1 get 1 free on food, or 
buy 2 get 2 free on drinks

Inspired by

Benefit: 
• ensures fixed monthly purchase and revenue 

and builds customer habit to purchase from 
your brand
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e.g. Pay IDR75K for 3 Months 

Get 5 Voucher IDR 75K for 3 Months  

Pay […] For [... months]  

Get [number of coupons] free […] 
coupons to use per transaction

Benefit: 
Increase customer retention as customers will 
choose your brand over competitors because they 
have paid upfront and ‘invested’

7. Value Model Inspired by
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CUSTOM BUILD YOUR OWN. 

Endless possibility.

8. Your Custom Model Inspired by YOU

Benefit: 
- depending on what you want to achieve, 

we will work closely with you to make it 
happen!

Custom Build 
Your own
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A suite of Customer Retention and Subscription 
Program in one centralized platform.

 Auto-Recurring Payments 

 Fraud Prevention 

 Incentive Management 

 Referral: Subscriber get Subscriber 

 Subscription Analytics

Subscription
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No Code, No Integration.  
No Developers’ Involvement
Live in days!
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Subscriptions 
can be sold in

Your physical outletvia cashier

Your brand’s website

Your email marketing

Subscriptions 
can be used in

via POS (TADA Partner)

Omni-channel Experience
No Code, No Integration. No Developers’ Involvement
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You only need to put beautiful 
banner on your website & email

Gmail

Title of the mail can come here InboxCompose

Starred

Sent Mail

Drafts (1)

Inbox (1)

More

Chandler

Monica Geller
I know

How you doing
Joey Tribbiani

Mar 03 (3 days ago)

Subscribe

Get your subscription program running with 
minimal effort
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Customer clicks banner

User Journey: Website Banner

Directed to custom subscription page

Payment page

Simple. Quick. No fuss.

My Brand Subscription      
$XXX / month             
$XXX / month                Get 15% off Everyday!  

BE MY BRAND MEMBER   

WELCOME REWARD: 
E-VOUCHER BUY 

ONE GET ONE 
(VALID FOR ONE MONTH AND 

CAN ONLY  
BE USED ONCE. T&C APPLIES) 

GET 15% OFF EVERY 
PURCHASE

SPECIAL BIRTHDAY  
30% OFF  
E-VOUCHER

$XXX / month              
$XXX / month             

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND GET 15% EVERYDAY!

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

My Brand Subscription

My Brand
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Refer-a-friend and get [$…] off,  
[…%] discount coupon or free 
subscription when your referred 
friend buys a subscription.

Referral Program 
Subscriber Get Subscriber

See your revenues grow 2x by turning your 
subscribers into your brand's active advocates

92% of consumers believe recommendations from friends and family over all forms 
of advertising  

[Source: Nielsen]

Invite friends

Invite a friend and one month free
For each friend who buys a subscription, 

we’ll give you both one more free 
subscription.  

Terms and restrictions apply.

Share the invite directly, or choose 
friends from your address book.

Share an invite

FOR A LIMITED TIME
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One Month Free!

One Month Free

One Month Free!

One Month Free

Referral Program 
Subscriber Get Subscriber

This feature will enable your subscriber to become an 
advocate by selling your subscription program directly 
to their friends via referral link. 

Your advocate will receive rewards after the referred 
friends join your subscription. 

Encourage them even more by giving instant rewards, 
such as: 

•Subscription extension period 
•eVouchers, etc.
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Auto 
Payment Option

Customers can pay for your 
subscription using: 

• Credit Card 

The system can automatically deduct 
your customer’s credit card every 
month/year based on the subscription 
program! 

Beautox Subscription Package

Tororo Subscription Package

$XXX / Year

$XXX / Year                 
$XXX / Year

Choose Payment Method

Beautox Subscription
$XXX / Year
$XXX / Year     You save $XXX

Beautox Subscription Member   

Pay $XXX
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Personally engage your subscribers via email, or push notification.

Smart Campaigns

Taufan, don’t forget to use your 
subscription
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Gmail

Title of the mail can come here InboxCompose

Starred

Sent Mail

Drafts (1)

Inbox (1)

More

Chandler

Monica Geller
I know

How you doing
Joey Tribbiani

Mar 03 (3 days ago)

Visit 

Automatically sent to all your 
subscribers explaining the 

benefits of the subscription 
and encourages them to refer 

their friends to buy the 
subscription to receive 

referral rewards.

Taufan, we’re so excited you're here!

Smart Campaigns
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AI-powered Customer Segmentation

Machine Learning Ranking
We’re developing a proprietary algorithm using artificial 
intelligence which can analyze customer behavior based 
on the below cornerstones to enable more informed 
brand-customer interactions.

Monetary

Advocacy

Recency

Frequency

$

Dashboard
Take custom campaigns to a new level with deeper customer insights 
through our dashboard 

Sherlock Score
82

Low Medium High

Predicted Retention Risk: 62%

82

Find your most vocal customers, quickly. 
Through AI, we can calculate customer’s likely loyalty based on  
historical customer behaviour and social/advocating  influences. With 
the power to know which customers advocate  for businesses the most, 
brands can leverage their most loyal  customers strategically.

Target Customer Intelligently 
With a machine-learning algorithm, we can  regularly 
analyze customer spending habits so  brand can 
intelligently engage with customers to  maximize ROI 
and customer retention.
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1-2-1 Consultation

Free 45min on Zoom Meeting

Available on
10am, 11am & 3pm
1 April till 10 April 2020

Total of 25 Slots only 
Partnerships Discussion (Welcome) 
Booking: mardiansyah@usetada.com
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useTADA.com

TADA Wallet

Partner

TADA Partner Insights by  
TADA

Questions? Don’t hesitate!


